
One page Profile 
(initial after admittance to acute stroke ward) 

What people like and admire about me  
Fun size            Thoughtful             Generous                Twinkle eyes             Independence             Cheeky....Jack the Lad   
                            

What and Who is important to me 
-You must call  John by his preferred name- CHIP.....He does not like to be called John or Mr Shipley! 
-Chip  has two daughters who visit daily on the ward-Lisa his eldest and Clair his youngest 
-Chip has one close Friend who visits called Adrian 
-Chip does not use PJ’s- he usually wears boxer shorts and a t-shirt. He will sometimes wear long johns or his trackie bottoms.  
-Chip wears slippers-we have just purchased new one’s for hospital-but ask if he wants these on as we think he does not like them! 

-Chip is VERY particular and will express to you if he does not want to do something! He can be very stubborn and swears like a trooper  
-He has a wicked sense of humour so laughter is very important over his personal care..he can be very cheeky...  
-Chip’s skin has always been dry and has been treated for years to prevent this. It’s sometimes quite sore around his face/forehead.  We have 
placed some cream he uses by his bedside that he may wish to use. 
 

 
How Best can you support me 
-Read the hospital passport Lisa and Clair have shared to help you understand the “Funsize” Chip before he had his stroke    
-Ask Chip at all times over how he is feeling- good days and bad since losing his voice, but his mind is still there! 
-Have a laugh with Chip...do not  show distress to his locked in syndrome-Chip is still there. 
-Share stories with Chip about his photographs around his bedside-Pow his wife and family..it is important to keep him engaged  with his 
surrounding and those who are important to him. 
-Check with Chip if he wants to be bathed-he never bathed  as a child-he always had strip washes so he may prefer this 
-Read and follow Chip’s communication and decision profiles-these will be updated as Chip progresses with his rehabilitation 
-Do not talk over Chip about his health-you must include him with his progress so he understands the next steps 
-Chips hates Strawberry yogurt!! The Dietician  needs to ask him what he wants to try otherwise he will spit it out!! 
 
  
   
 
 

 


